the associated inverse optimization problem consists in finding K based on known force-force functions. It can be shown that if such a function is known for at least one pair of muscles, i.e. a monotone function h is known,
with h n denoting n-th iteration of h, and p depending on the ratio r j /r k . A unique up to one multiplicative and one additive constant objective function K can thus be constructed for virtually any differentiable monotone load sharing pattern h. Moreover, within this framework, load sharing patterns for other pairs of muscles crossing the same joint turn out to be fractional iterates of h. In a special case of linear h the objective function proposed in [3] is reproduced. The above limit can also be evaluated exactly for some nonlinear functions h, but for a general force-force function, e.g. one obtained experimentally, an approximate formula must be sought instead by stopping iteration at some n. Practically, due to quick convergence, stopping at n=10 usually results in J' indistinguishable from the limit.
